The Hermitage is fond of using the whole context of its encyclopaedic collections and interiors for a cleverly structured
dialogue between cultures, with references to contemporary
art in particular, but not exclusively. The entire museum,
including the General Staffwing, tookpartinManifesta. The
whole museum will be a playground for several memorial
events for the centenary of the Storming of the Winter Palace.
Today, the object of this museum policy became an admirable
protean artist-]an Fabre. He is a master who loves and knows
how to have a dialogue with classical art, especially Flemish
- his native. This allows us to recall and sometimes reveal to
the viewer, for the very first time, those aspects of the depths
of meaning which, in fact, consciously or unconsciously, are
embedded in the art of the old masters. As learned through
observation of the reactions of the public, particularly at this
exhibition, they sometimes do not notice or do not want to
notice semantic and aesthetic nuances and subtexts.
Fabre changes the spectator's 'optics'. Snyders' paintings become
three-dimensional. Marble solemnly makes the portraits by
Van Dyck heavy. In a new way the little carnival scenes are
drawn to the multi-figure paintings of the Netherlandish
masters. The Hermitage's famous attraction - the Peacock
clock - seems to recollect its philosophical sense at the direct look of Fabre's almost-real peacocks and owls. Blue flat
surfaces with motifs inspred by Rubens' paintings acquire
an envisioned depth and sharpness in the lens of a mobile
phone, recalling the new rituals of behaviour in a museum.
Frailty of the world, inevitability of death, the momentary
beauty of life, deliverance of the carnival - these are the
simple ideas underlying the paintings - not only Flemish that Fabre allocates almost as a tour guide.

The underlined naturalistic side of Fabre's installations
prolongs the intellectual marathon recently organised at
the Hermitage - a dialogue about realism and its limits.
Conventional Dutch masterpieces from the museum's collection are suddenly involved in it by Fabre. We take a fresh
look at the carved pig carcass in the Nieuwmarkt in Amsterdam
by Van der Helst and the hanged dogs and the human body
being roasted over the £re in the Punishment of a Hunter by
Potter. The latter picture - so beloved by children - is, like
Fabre's works, shouting about animal abuse and turns this
edification into a call to all mankind for kindness. Strange
and strong reaction of today's audience showed that Fabre,
as Potter once did, hit the target.
Dramatically sharpening themes, plots and allusions, Fabre
excites the audience which, through rejection and protest,
comes to realise that everything has been seen and is now
thankful for its eyes being finally opened to it. Not everybody,
of course! However, we clearly see how the mind awakens
from sleep which 'produces monsters'. And this is done by
the Hermitage and by Fabre.
The artist goes on a crusade where the Fair Lady - Art - is
protected by amusing and real armour and lots of his favourite
jewel beetles. Small, but firm and strong they are. They are
iridescent, but rigorous and elegant.
They bring to the world the mystical protective force of their
relatives- sacred Egyptian beetles, scarabs. Fabre's art draws
the fire upon itself and answers to it in a tough and noble
way. Admiring the art and the Hermitage, he makes others
bend the knee. Sometimes by force.
One really can have ones nose fractured by art, warns Fabre
himself at the Apollo Room.
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